DOEHRS-IH Environmental Health Module Administrative Reminders

**DOEHRS Production**
https://doehrs-ih.csd.disa.mil/
(live data)

--- and ---

**DOEHRS Demo**
https://doehrs-ih-demo.csd.disa.mil/
(practice site)

These are separate applications. Practice in Demo; add live data to Production.

**Program Offices (PO):** This is the *data address.*
ESEO and 68 Sierra’s will most likely always use an (EH) PO unless they are deployed.

**Locations:** an (EH) PO will have few *Installations* within its AOR. When Deployed (PO = DoD Deployment Surveillance) there will be hundreds of *Base Camps* across the world.
Facilities: a location (e.g., an Installation) usually has multiple Facilities.

Note 3: This construct only pertains to use of DOEHRS-IH EHM for those working in a PM Team at Medical Treatment Facility.

Roles (Permissions)

Roles are very important in DOEHRS. Those using an (EH) PO should only apply for the following:

- The typical user will have all the EH Permissions.
- Supervisors will have the corresponding QA role.

- Specific users will have the Facility role. Typically this is the NCOIC and above.

- Only Supervisors will have the USA role, which governs account access and removal.
Strange requests?

People will make mistakes with DOEHRS. Call it human nature. Commonly, for those with a USA role (i.e. account approvers), you may see requests for people you do not know. **Here is the simple rule: If they do not work with you, or are not on your team, do not approve the account.**

You should know who your people are! *Rationale: There are POs for the Veterinary Services Food Inspectors and they may apply accidently. Those deploying often select their home base and not the “DoD Deployment Surveillance” PO. There are other reasons too, but simply – if they are not on your team – do not approve.*